Vincent (Wed, 28 Nov 2018 at 6:19 PM)

Thank you for allowing me to respond to the complaint filed against me.
On 9/3/18, I processed and filed a $1000 contribution from Associated General
Contractors (AGC). When the name of the PAC was being typed the auto-fill filled in
Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) rather than the correct AGC. This error was
missed until after the C3 was uploaded to the PDC. Once the error was discovered, and
on the same day, the correction was made, reversing the contribution from ABC and
attributing it, instead, to the correct PAC, AGC. This correction was also uploaded that
same day.
Subsequently, on 10/22/18 I received and processed a contribution from ABC which was
filed the same day it was received from the campaign PO Box.
Both the corrections to the initial error and the subsequent contribution were
completed and reported in a timely matter as indicated in the documentation provided
by, but obviously ignored by the complainant Mike Estes.
It is unfortunate that Mr. Estes lacks the most basic skills in reading and arithmetic. For
years in the legislature I, and many others, have been frustrated by the poor quality of
too many of our graduates. Even as a student of Western Washington University, we see
that the education system has failed him. Might I suggest Mr. Estes take some remedial
courses in order to fix some of the deficiencies he has in his poor education. Though,
seeing that a four year college degree did not properly educate him, these remedial
courses may be offered in vain.
However, as a strong proponent of reading, I have compiled a short list of suggested
books that could possibly help Mr. Estes make up for his obvious lack of reading
comprehension and math skills.
https://smile.amazon.com/Teaching-Kids-Read-Dummies%C2%AE-Traceyebook/dp/B004Z7JA14/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1543424209&sr=82&keywords=reading+for+dummies
https://smile.amazon.com/Reading-Financial-Reports-DummiesEpstein/dp/1118761936/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1543424209&sr=84&keywords=reading+for+dummies
https://smile.amazon.com/Math-Real-Dummies-BarrySchoenborn/dp/1118453301/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1543424296&sr=82&keywords=math+for+dummies

https://smile.amazon.com/Basic-Maths-Dummies-ColinBeveridge/dp/1119974526/ref=sr_1_8?ie=UTF8&qid=1543424296&sr=88&keywords=math+for+dummies
Thank you again for allowing me to clarify what only the most obtuse would find
difficult to comprehend.
-Vincent K Buys-

